
Going Deeper 
Inside Out: Be Transformed in Your Feeling 

Galatians 5:16-26 
11.13.22 

 
 

God designed us to learn best in community with others.  Use these questions to prompt 
discussions in your life groups, family, or circle of friends. 

 
Maybe consider creating your own group where you dig deeper into God’s Word together. 
 
 
1. Share about a moment this week where you felt strongly about something.  For example: you 

were highly joyful, sad, angry, frustrated … 
 
2. Aaron talked about how our culture places an extremely high value on our feelings.  Do you 

agree with this?  Why / why not? 
 
3. Do you think it’s possible to change what we feel? 
 
4. Aaron shared that it isn’t enough to simply repress our feelings or “try not to feel that way 

again.”  Spiritual transformation also means replacing our feelings with that of Christ.   
• Do you agree with this statement? 
• Maybe share a situation where you’ve tried to simply “stop feeling that way”.   

 
5. Read Galatians 5:16-26 

• What role does the Holy Spirit play in the transformation process?  How does he do that? 
• How are the “acts of the flesh” (vs. 19-20) and “fruit of the Spirit” (vs. 22-23) connected 

to our feelings?   
• Verse 24 says: “Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its 

passions and desire”.  What does this say about our feelings? 
 
6. Aaron gave 2 challenges in regard to putting off our old feelings and putting on the feelings 

of Christ. 
1. Come to terms with what your feelings really are. 
2. Do the hard work of choosing to replace those feelings with the feelings of Christ. 

 
• Are there feelings in your life that you know need to be replaced?  Explain. 
• How would choosing the Fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23) help you in replacing these 

destructive feelings? 
 
7. What got your attention during the message/discussion this week? 

• Why did it get your attention? 
• What might God be saying to you about this? 
• What do you think you should do about it? 


